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,  RΔ (qq,b),  RΔ (l,b), angle(q,q)
● Select combination with maximum likelihood value (event 
is discarded, if < minimum value of 0.9)
● Remaining b­jets assigned to the Higgs boson decay
● H­mass window cut: m
H
 ± 30 GeV
Backup: pairing likelihood
red: correct b-jet
 assignment
Reconstructed H boson mass
m
H
 = 120 GeV
pre
lim
ina
ry
Pairing likelihood: PDF templates
Output 
distributions
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● Pairing likelihood: χ2 of fit as one out of several input variables, together with 
kinematic properties of the Higgs boson, b­tag info and jet charge
● Second likelihood to reject physics background: output of first likelihood as 
input + b­tag information and event kinematics
● H­mass window cut of ± 30 GeV 
Backup: constrained fit analysis
● Fit to optimise jet momenta and missing E
T
 according to jet p
T
­resolutions 
● Fit χ2 defined by:
with fi
jet
 = Pi
jet
/Pi,initial
jet
, σ
W
 = 2.1 GeV, σ
t
 = 1.5 GeV,
Reconstructed Higgs boson mass, m
H
 = 120 GeV
pre
lim
ina
ry
red: correct b­jet
 assignment
Performance of 
input variables
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Backup: ttH, H   bb→  results
Cut analysis: accepted signal and background σ
Pairing likelihood: accepted signal and background σ
Constrained fit: accepted signal and background σ
cu
t a
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s
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fit
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lik
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Backup: detector performance uncertainties
 
Maximum effects on the ttH, H   bb→  selection efficiencies (sig/back):
– Muons: efficiency: 0.8%/0.1%; energy scale: 0.7%/4%; resolution: 1%/3%
– Electrons: efficiency: 0.5%/2%; energy scale: 1%/3%; resolution: 0.5%/4%
– Jets: energy scale: 9%/14%; resolution: 5%/14%
– b­tagging: efficiency: 18%/20%; light jet fakes: 3%/10%
– Overall: 18%/22% (cuts); 20%/25% (likelihood); 19%/28% (constrained fit)
